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Our Partners
We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
Successful regions require
strong leadership to
encourage investment,
skills, entrepreneurs and
brave decisions – the
elements needed to deliver a
renaissance for Aberdeen City
and Shire.
Be part of something big.

Want to learn more?
Contact
Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk

What our other
members say:
“We get considerable value
from our partnership with the
Chamber, great marketing
support and the work on the
business rates campaign alone
was worth the annual fee.
The networking opportunities
presented are also second to
none.”

Adrian Watson,

chief executive,
Aberdeen Inspired

Speed is of
the essence
JUST in case you had missed it,
the world, the ways in which we
communicate and do business are
changing – ultrafast. From how
we send and receive information
to the ways in which we service
our customers is already
unrecognisable from 10 years ago
and the pace of change will only
continue to increase.
In a recent survey, 86% of Chamber
members said digital is either very
important or critical to their business.
We are hoping by now that the
message might have started to reach
the other 14%!

However, across the region, this remains
patchy.

The lives of our clients, peers, bosses,
teams and future business leaders
are dominated by digital and social
media. They will only respond to highly
targeted and bespoke messaging
addressed in their tone of voice.
Generic broadcasts and speaking for
the sake of saying something will get
lost in the ‘noise’ but at the same time,
they are looking for trusted sources to
cut through information overload and
provide filtered, actionable intelligence.

We need to ensure that this (whether
it is a reality or just a perception) does
not limit our ability to attract the next
Skyscanner to locate and grow in this
region and to provide all our businesses
with a competitive advantage.

The power of digital cannot be denied
yet, as highlighted in the Mental Health
Aberdeen piece in this Bulletin, we still
have a need for in-person connection
and this remains at the core of what
the Chamber seeks to enable.

Of course it’s not all about speed. It’s
about having the knowledge to harness
it to improve our businesses and the
experience of our customers. Therefore,
the need to upskill businesses across all
sectors but with a specific focus on
the visitor economy, has to be of
equal priority.

Good progress is being made in
providing high speed connectivity.
Countesswells was the first community
in Scotland to have access to 1Gbps up to 35 times faster than the average
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UK download speed, over £40m is being
invested in providing the infrastructure
to allow nearly every home and business
in the city access to replicate this; and
companies in the North-east can now
benefit from government grants of up to
£3,000 to get gigabit broadband installed
as part of a £2m trial taking place in four
areas around the UK.

The Scottish Affairs Select Committee
met recently in Aberdeen, taking evidence
on the impact that slow speeds and
poor mobile coverage have on rural
communities and Scottish businesses.
Reports following the session concluded
that poor connectivity was making it more
difficult to attract people to live and work
in the region and that 4G signal coverage
is much poorer here than in other parts of
the UK.

Technology sits at the heart of the
sector diversification strategy being led
by Opportunity North East. The aim
is to create the right environment and
ecosystem to encourage new digital
companies, support growth of the
existing company base and to look at
how digital transformation can assist
our ambitions in tourism, life sciences,
food, drink and agriculture as well as
energy.

VIEWPOINT
APRIL 2018

All of this is why the Chamber has at
the top of its list of policy plans the
objective of working with partners
to have North-east Scotland
designated as a pilot area for the
roll out of full 5G coverage. Watch
this space…

Russell Borthwick
chief executive
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Thoroughly
modern media
NEWS is a constantly moving
environment. When it comes to the
business of delivering the news,
media outlets must keep pace with
consumers who have evolved from
being merely readers and viewers
to also being participants and users.
This month, we asked the North-east’s
media platforms to tell us how they
are keeping pace with the digital
revolution.
THE sad death
of Aberdeen’s
last newspaper
vendor, Davie
Raybould,
in January
signalled the
end of an era.
Davie was a
fixture in the
city centre for
nearly 30 years; wrapped up against
the elements as he sold copies of the
Evening Express and The Press and
Journal to his loyal customers from his
spot outside Marks and Spencer.
A few years ago, Davie was asked if
there was still an appetite for local news
as habits changed and digital came
to the fore and he insisted: “The paper
sells itself, I’ve never had to approach
people at all. People always want to
know what’s going on.”
6.

And while no-one would pretend that
the last few years have been the golden
age of printed newspapers, his point
stands – people still want to know
what’s happening in their street, village,
town or city.

other unique digital content, share that
content over multiple social channels
and have added a marketing agency,
new digital brands and radio station
to our portfolio of newspapers and
magazines.

In other words, it’s still all about
content. It’s just that in 2018 there’s
more of it, delivered in many different
ways.

Jobs and skills have changed and
while the next generation are more
likely to be pushing news content
across digital channels than handing
over papers in the street they remain
just as passionate about the products
and committed to their readers and
customers as Davie.

The Evening Express still sells more
than 22,000 copies, six nights a week,
it’s the best-selling evening newspaper
in Scotland and one of the biggest
in the UK with 151,000 weekly print
readers. Add that to 746,000 monthly
users, viewing almost four million pages
on our website – more than half of
them on mobile devices – and you see
the thirst for local news is stronger than
ever.
And when we talk about digital,
we don’t just mean the internet.
Every newspaper we print can be
personalised with unique words,
pictures, adverts or promotional
codes, thanks to the digital print-head
technology at DC Thomson Media’s
state-of-the-art print centre. We can
even print with scented ink – an advert
for Christmas trees could smell like pine
needles and so on.
Yes, we still write stories, take
photographs and sell advertising space
– but we also produce videos and

Alan McCabe, editor-in-chief, evening
newspapers, DCT Media.
DIGITAL
listening has
delivered
opportunity
and growth for
Northsound 1
and Northsound
2. Across the UK
digital listening
has never been
higher and
we’re delighted to see that statistic
reflected across the North-east of
Scotland. Over the past year work has
been carried out to strengthen digital
radio reception in our area and we’re
already seeing audiences increase on
Northsound 1.

In the past year alone we’ve seen a
32% increase in people listening to
Northsound 1 digitally - that means on
digital radio, online or on mobile.
We believe that digital is key to the
future of radio broadcasting both
locally and nationally.
Connecting with our local audience
has always been at the centre of what
we do, now the challenge is to connect
with our audience wherever they are
digitally as well as geographically.
Being available on multi platforms
and making sure we’re serving up our
award-winning content online and
across social media is important to
retaining our prized connection with
our audience.
When the North-east saw sudden
snowfall in November our presenters,
online and social teams swung into
action, within 24 hrs from Wednesday
29th we saw online listening streams
to Northsound 1 increase by over 48%,
downloads of our Northsound iOS app
rise over 500 places in the iTunes chart
and a surge of visitors to the pages
listing travel, schools and weather
information enough to fill the AECC’s
arena three times over.
Northsound 1 and 2, part of Bauer
Media, is leading the way across the
UK with 61% of Bauer Media’s listening
being via a digital device - that
accounts for a staggering 12.1 million
people.

The digital offering from the wider
Northsound family includes Magic
Radio, Absolute Radio, Kiss and
KISSTORY which is the UK’s number
1 digital only commercial station.
With Northsound 1 and Northsound 2
available across the digital spectrum,
online, digital radio and on your
smartphone, PC and tablet we believe
we’re serving up our stations the way
our listeners increasingly want to listen
and where - at home, at work, in the
car… and in their hand.
John Slater, content director,
Northsound 1
WHILE the
changing shape
of media in the
digital age has
had little to no
effect on radio
listening (in fact
it’s never been
higher), it has
changed the
way we interact
with our audiences and the content we
offer them. We can now interact with
our listeners, receiving feedback and
messages from our listeners almost
instantly on social media. This allows
us to react much quicker to news and
events in the community.
We also have to bear in mind that no
longer are we only on one platform

when it comes to our content. We
serve audiences on the radio but also
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
our own website. We can now be
involved in people’s lives without them
ever having to listen to the radio.
Moving forward, there are exciting
technological developments opening
up to give huge opportunities to radio
stations. Home smart speakers and
digital assistants such as Amazon’s
Alexa are becoming more common in
the workplace and home. As mobile
data becomes cheaper, faster and
more widely available, we are seeing
an increase of internet listening which
allows us to offer even more in the way
of a service to listeners.
We’ve started a series of spin-off
stations called Original 106 Gold,
Original 106 Chart and Original 106
Country. These are already seeing a
healthy month on month increase.
Being online we’re not restricted to any
of the same format restrictions and we
can tailor them to specific audiences
and niches.
We see the increasing digital activity
now and in the future having huge
potential to not only offer a better
service to our audience but our
advertisers too. We are very excited
about the extra opportunities this
presents.
David Lewis, head of digital, Original
106 FM
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Low carbon refuelling
station for AECC

Craib takes over McCaul

PROPOSALS to establish a low carbon refuelling
station at the new Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre (AECC) have taken a step
forward.
The proposed facility is designed to provide
hydrogen refuelling and charging points for
electric vehicles – part of a city-wide drive to
embrace sustainable transport.
Councillors on the finance, policy and resources
committee noted the council’s intention to apply
for a grant of £1,014,772 from the Transport
Scotland Low Carbon Travel and Transport
Challege Fund. The remaining £434,904 capital
cost of the project will be met from the existing
AECC contingency budget.
The AECC design incorporates an energy
centre and testing and demonstration facility
for renewable energy technologies. Hydrogen
produced at the centre could be used to power
vehicles with the addition of the refuelling hub.

THIS year
marks the 50th
anniversary
of the BBC’s
evening news
television
programme
Reporting
Scotland. While
it has seemed an
unchanging fixture, nearly everything
else about journalism has changed in
those five decades.
Newspapers that were once the
dominant voices in local communities
such as the North-east face
unprecedented challenges to their
advertising business. Radio is less
popular among the young with the
adoption of streaming services such
as Spotify and Apple Music. We have
seen the rise of social media and “fake
news”.
That change has accelerated in the
past 10 years with the growth of mobile
phone use. Seven in 10 of us now own
a smartphone, for those aged under 25
that number rises to nine in 10. My own
job title, as the editor of mobile and
online for BBC Scotland, is as it says,
increasingly focused on providing news
for people using their mobiles.
This has meant news has become
round the clock. We see a sharp
increase in people visiting the BBC
website first thing as they wake up and
8.

reach for their phones, as well as last
thing at night before they log off.
It is also increasingly personal. People
often share news they agree with on
social media and this can lead to more
polarised debates.
All these changes pose challenges
for the BBC. People are much more
likely to switch between media brands,
have less time to seek out news, and
research shows that people finding
information on social media are less
sure of the source.
The solution for the BBC is to try
to reconnect with our audience. In
Scotland, the BBC director general
recently announced the biggest
investment in 20 years, stressing that
the BBC wants to do even more to
reflect Scotland.
The BBC intends to launch a new
channel later this year. At its centre is an
hour-long news programme, bringing
together a blend of Scottish, UK and
international news. The investment
should see 80 new journalism jobs and
a boost for the creative sector.
The opportunity for the BBC is for our
journalism to reach a new and more
diverse audience. The only certainty
is that the next 50 years will see even
more change.
Matt Roper, editor, mobile and online,
BBC Scotland News

HAULAGE and logistics firm ARR Craib Transport Ltd has
completed a deal to take over the employees, trading assets
and trade of Aberdeen-based McCaul Haulage Ltd following the
decision of owner Tim McCaul to retire from the business.

Aker and Cognite
collaborate on digital
solutions

The majority of the staff will move to Dyce-based ARR Craib,
which already employs a workforce of 430 across its four locations
nationwide. There have been no redundancies as a result of the
deal. ARR Craib has also bought McCaul’s fleet of heavy goods
vehicles.

AKER Solutions has agreed on a long-term
collaboration with software company Cognite to
accelerate the development of digital solutions
which will drive major efficiencies through the
entire life of an energy asset.

Eddie Anderson, chief executive officer of ARR Craib, said the deal
offered an opportunity to carry on the legacy of a company which
has been a driving force for the haulage industry in the North-east
of Scotland.

The energy services company will use Cognite’s
advanced industrial data platform to collect and
analyse large volumes of data from offshore
energy installations, providing solutions which will
enable customers to make informed decisions
about an energy asset at any stage of its lifetime.
This will reduce costs, lower risks and improve
performance.
“Capturing and organising large volumes of
complex industrial data is crucial to realising the
full potential of digital technologies, Cognite’s
data platform will enable us more rapidly to
provide even better products and services for
our customers.” said Astrid Onsum, chief digital
officer at Aker Solutions.

New contract for Wood
WOOD has been awarded a new contract with
Bluewater to provide industrial services to the
Haewene Brim floating production storage and
offloading (FPSO) facility in the UK North Sea.
The contract is for two years with three one-year
extension options and includes the provision of
rigging and scaffolding services on the facility,
currently operating in the Pierce field.

“Both ARR Craib and McCaul Haulage have operated in similar
sectors and have been a part of the region’s haulage industry for
many years. This will enable us to ensure a seamless transition of
staff, assets and contracts,” he added.

Culture crawl for Maggie’s
MAGGIE’S Aberdeen Centre is set to host its second annual
Culture Crawl on June 22 after the success of last year’s event in
which nearly 4,000 people took part, collectively raising more
than £76,000 for cancer care in the North-east.
The new 10-mile route will explore even more of the granite city
and many of Aberdeen’s hidden gems. As with last year, the
exact route and locations will be a closely guarded secret and
with an eclectic line up of entertainment and locally produced
food and drink to enjoy along the way, there will be some great
surprises for everyone taking part.
Brodies LLP will once again be the main sponsor of the event,
which will begin at the Aberdeen Sports Village and conclude at
Maggie’s centre.
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Gold award for SIGNAL2NOISE

Sign up for celebrate
Aberdeen
ORGANISERS of Celebrate Aberdeen have
urged groups from across the city to sign up to
what they hope will be their largest parade along
Union Street this year.
As well as local charities, social enterprises and
voluntary groups, musicians and city sports
groups have been invited to take part in the event
which will be held on Saturday, August 25.
More than 150 organisations took part in the
celebratory parade last year and organisers
would like to hear from as many as possible
before the cut-off date for registration on Friday,
April 27.
The parade was first held in 2011 and has brought
together more than 3,500 people from 130
diverse third sector organisations for each event
in recent years.

ABERDEEN-based digital media production company
SIGNAL2NOISE has won a prestigious gold award at the Aurora
Awards in the USA, for the second successive year.
The Edradour-Glenlivet Trailer was created for oil and gas operator
TOTAL E&P UK and explains the scope, challenges and importance
of the Edradour-Glenlivet project; a gas-condensate recovery
development west of Shetland. With a cinematic style that
combines photo-realistic 3D models of subsea infrastructure with
real-world environments, the story is told by key members of the
TOTAL project team.
The Aurora Award Judges commended the film on its outstanding,
imaginative animations. Search Edradour-Glenlivet Trailer on
YouTube to view the trailer.

VisitAberdeenshire judged best
VISITABERDEENSHIRE was awarded the Judges’ Commendation
Award at the national UKinbound Annual Convention and Awards
in Cardiff for its work promoting Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire as a
top tourism destination to the travel trade.
The annual conference hosted by UKinbound, the trade association
which represents nearly 400 of the country’s tourism businesses,
was attended by 250 tourism professionals who discussed industry
challenges, upcoming trends and developed new business
opportunities.
VisitAberdeenshire was selected as the recipient of the
Commendation Award by an independent panel of industry
experts consisting of Alan Wardle, Association of British
Travel Agents; Kurt Jason, Tourism Alliance and Stephany van
Willigenburg, Google.
UKinbound’s chief executive officer Deirdre Wells said: “The judges
felt the VisitAberdeenshire application showed a real commitment
to the industry and a desire to work with the travel trade and hence
increase business to the area.”
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Morven Mackenzie, the leading force behind
Celebrate Aberdeen, said: “Preparations are well
underway for this year’s event already which we
hope will build on the success of last year. To
ensure that it does, we need as many third sector
groups, sports groups and musicians as possible
to sign up.
Organisations which wish to take part in the
Celebrate Aberdeen parade can sign-up at:
www.celebrateaberdeen.org

Cheers to the next
gin festival
FOLLOWING the success of the recent GIN
FESTIVAL: NORTH EAST it has been announced
that the event will be held in Inverurie on
February 2 and 3 next year.
The festival, known as GIN:NE, proved an instant
success and featured more than 30 exhibitor
stands and well over 60 different products of gin,
beers, whisky, soft drinks, vodka, liqueurs and
absinthe.
The team behind GIN:NE are Mike Stuart from
the Inverurie Whisky Shop, Peter Sim from Peaty
Nose Ltd and Scott Rose from Dutch Courage
Spirits.
The festival featured master classes on specialist
gins through to a cocktail circus from Dusk
Bar in Aberdeen, an in-house café by Inverurie
restaurant Fennel and a beer bar courtesy of
Deeside Brewery.
Peter Sim said: “Next year will be better than ever.
We have spoken to exhibitors and visitors to find
out what they liked and what more we can do to
improve the festival.”
11.
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Graeme Gordon,
chief executive officer, IFB

Robots in disguise
YOU’VE had a hard day and you’re
feeling a little bit light headed and
nauseous so decide to go off for
a brisk stroll with the dog to see if
that makes you feel better.
Just then, your personal assistant Alexa,
which has been monitoring your health
through your smart wristband and the
high-tech sticking plaster checking
your heart beat, breathing rate and
temperature, tells you: “Take an aspirin
and sit down. A heart attack could be
imminent and I have called a health
care professional who is en route.”
Science fact or science fiction?
At the moment it’s a bit of both but
with the rapid advances in artificial
intelligence it’s very close according to
Graeme Gordon, chief executive officer
of IFB, a local company at the forefront
of providing the connectivity, security
and data management to make these
sorts of developments feasible - with
major advantages to businesses.
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He explained that currently, when you
question Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s
Siri or Google, the responses come
simply from querying databases.
Artificial intelligence involves making
connections and deriving meanings
without having behavioural algorithms
applied – it understands conversational
and sometimes emotional
environments.
“Artificial intelligence has been around
in the airline industry in the form of an
autopilot since the 1940s. It has evolved
to the stage now that on a Boeing the
typical time the pilot or co-pilot actually
operates the controls of the aircraft
during any flight is seven minutes. The
autopilot is adjusting, looking ahead
and speaking to other aircraft as well as
satellites and can work out the best and
safest place to be. Artificial intelligence
works really well in air space which is
very heavily regulated and is not overly
busy compared to road space where
the congestion will make driverless cars
extremely challenging.

“While driverless cars may still be a way
off, I think driverless refuse collection
trucks are very near. They would be
electric, therefore silent, and could go
out at 3 or 4am to empty bins along
with robots to tidy up any litter in the
streets.
“Artificial intelligence can play a
significant role in the business
environment. If my digital personal
assistant could organise a meeting
between me and several other people
all around the world, consulting their
diaries to organise the best date and
time, it would avoid a lengthy and
fairly boring job for my real personal
assistant and allow for more valuable
tasks to be done. The digital assistant
could also record the meeting,
transcribe it into notes, recognise
action points and distribute them with
the appropriate documentation to the
correct people. That could take 20%
off my team’s workload which could be
spent in a far more productive way.”

Artificial intelligence and robots have
huge scope in the North Sea – and
robots don’t need to look like humans.
They have only been made like that to
make humans feel comfortable. The
robots could look like insects, which
are really good at getting into difficult
places, and perhaps you could deploy
an army of robotic ants, specialised
in corrosion management, stripping
assets of rust. Then other robots,
perhaps more like print cartridges,
could be sent in to spray paint it.
“We have just worked with a major oil
company to digitise a North Sea gas
platform which gives employees a visor
display which may warn them ‘don’t
touch that switch’ or ‘here is a manual
for the device you are looking at’.
“The company expects to save £10m a
year in operating costs by ensuring that
the right person is in the right place
doing the right thing at the right time.
“Artificial intelligence and robots will, in
future, play a major role in every aspect
of life. They may be able to assist in

the care of the elderly and infirm in
their homes by, for example, ensuring
they don’t have access to any areas in
which they might come to harm and
controlling the issue of medication.

Graeme Gordon chairs ScotlandIS, the
trade association which champions
Scotland’s digital technologies industry,
a sector which employs more than
70,000.

“Digital transformation, which every
company is going through at the
moment, is going to be responsible for
two million new jobs by 2020 in the UK.

ScotlandIS has been the driving force
behind the development of the ICT and
Digital Technologies Skills Investment
Plan, published by Skills Development
Scotland and now in the early stage
of delivery. This aims to reinforce and
improve all aspects of the skills pipeline,
from the schools’ curriculum to work
place skills development.

“For all this to happen connectivity,
security and data management is
required and that is what we do really
well in an SME environment. We take
the time to determine what our clients
are trying to achieve as a business.
“They don’t tend to think about
technology helping achieve better
productivity and cost management
reduction, they just want a cheaper
connection.
“Our ability to help them achieve these
efficiencies and focus on what they do
really well and let us focus on the bit
we do really well is why we have been
so successful over the past 21 years and
now have 900+ clients across the UK.”

He is also a vice chairman of ONE
Digital, one of the sector boards of
private sector economic development
body Opportunity North East which is
aiming to accelerate the development
of the digital economy in Aberdeen
and Aberdeenshire and has been given
£4m of additional funding over four
years. 
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Which task would you most like
AI to take over in your work?
“I see many benefits with artificial intelligence and robots. They’re reliable, don’t
have time off sick or need holidays and can already perform a huge variety of
tasks.
Detailed planning is crucial with our video and animation projects, so having a
robot take care of the meticulous planning and co-ordination would be a dream.
But if I’m being really honest, the bit I hate most is the tedious accounts and
admin. Who enjoys paperwork? I’m sure it was invented by the devil. A robot
would leave me time for the more fun, creative jobs. But how would a robot
fit into a team? Would they understand human relationships? We can’t stop
innovation or evolution, robots and automation are the future. I would like to
be frozen and thawed out in 500 years to see how the world looks. Will robots
eventually rule the world when the human race is gone?”
Jamie Baikie, senior producer, SIGNAL2NOISE

Lawrence Hunt,
director, KPMG
WITHIN the energy sector many of
the major oil and gas players are now
making inroads into Industry 4.0 - the
fourth wave of industrialisation – with
an increased investment in emerging
technologies.
According to KPMG’s most recent
Global CEO Outlook survey, 82% of
the 51 global oil and gas CEOs being
surveyed, stated that company growth
over 2018 will most likely be achieved
through increased investment in data
analytics tools, Internet of Things (IoT),
and intelligent automation.

“Whilst many technologies
that we hear about are still
nascent and over-hyped,
there are transformational
technologies that are already
available and mature enough
for wide scale adoption by UK
businesses.”
Lawrence Hunt,
director, KPMG
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Whilst the survey findings reinforce
the view that major industries like oil
and gas are becoming more open to
working digitally, limited capabilities
and resources, as well as a limited
understanding of Industry 4.0
technologies, continue to be cited as
major barriers to entry.
Lawrence Hunt, director at KPMG
in Aberdeen, said: “Whilst we are
seeing pockets of fantastic success
with groundbreaking application of
new technologies, most organisations
are still daunted by the prospect of
entering this new territory. Few are
clear where the biggest performance
gains are for them through Industry
4.0 technologies, or indeed how to go
about effectively driving the change.
Many organisations are still taking a
very cautious stance right now.
“Whilst many technologies that we
hear about are still nascent and overhyped, there are transformational
technologies that are already available
and mature enough for wide scale
adoption by UK businesses. To take
intelligent automation as an example,
the approach is simple and the
technology required to deliver it is
straightforward, meaning benefits and
value can be delivered at pace – often
in a matter of weeks rather than years.

“Industry 4.0 is not something
of the future - this is something
that is happening right now. The
most forward-thinking companies
are already forging ahead with
digitalisation and applying new
technologies with proven benefits.”
Many business leaders focus on
investment and resource constraints
of applying these new technologies.
However, Lawrence believes
that a greater understanding of
transformational technologies,
alongside a careful assessment of
the business and current resources,
will enable most organisations to
successfully transition into Industry 4.0.
“Within the oil and gas sector, every
organisation and operator knows
that they need to do something with
digital. Activity has been increasing
over the past 12 months, with
several organisations in the North
Sea undertaking pilot studies and
increasing digital activities across core
business operations. However, many
organisations still aren’t getting the
fundamentals right. It is an imperative
to focus on the performance outcome,
start small and scale fast. Demonstrable
wins are so important to give
organisations the confidence to shift
towards a digital mind-set.”

“Without technological innovation we wouldn’t have digital printing, scanning,
photography - all of these enable the reproduction and display of artwork across
media. Clients from across the world can see what’s on the walls of the gallery.
Our website and social media are integral to our business.
New methods in the creation of art can come from technology however artists
themselves cannot be replaced. Inspiration, creativity and emotion remain
obstacles for technology. Creating an original painting needs all of these things
and more. Our artists create unique and emotive images through the deeply
human, age old act of applying paint by hand - this deep expression and
storytelling resonates with the viewer.
We love new technology - virtual tours, the best quality prints/colour matching
- we have even incorporated augmented reality into the gallery experience. It
would be nice for a robot to do the accounts but the original artwork will forever
remain the domain of the artist.”
Sarah Harker, owner, The Butterworth Gallery, Aboyne

“At Aboyne Golf Club we manage the subscription renewals for over 650
members, both local and from further afield, as we have a growing ‘country’ and
‘overseas’ membership portfolio. As a private member’s club, collecting these
subscriptions is crucial as it is the main source of revenue. Certain aspects of the
process are automated but it still requires dedicated time and resource as well
as concentration to ensure the renewals are completed correctly and all fees are
collected on time.
This is a necessary but unrewarding aspect of the role of director of golf. As a
PGA Professional, I would much prefer to be out on the course teaching our
juniors or on the driving range giving lessons to a group of novice golfers. A
robot to take over all aspects of the annual subscription renewal would be a
godsend and free me up to do what I really enjoy – coaching and developing the
next generation of golfers.”
Fraser Dunlop, director of golf, Aboyne Golf Club
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Hearts so fearless.

Nature peerless.

Becoming
a strategic
communicator
by Alison Ellis,
director,
Korero

Thirty pilgrims speechless.

ONE OF THE FINEST HEATHLAND COURSES IN THE UK

TAKE THE HIGH ROAD – PLAY THE DUKE’S COURSE

by THE

OLD COURSE HOTEL

You need a course with unparalleled views of the bay – above all else. You need a team to support you on the day
with a real warmth of hospitality - above all else. Finally, you need to take a day out with you and many of your
like-minded golf pilgrims on one of the finest heathland courses in Europe – above all else you must play The Duke’s.

FREE TRANSIT TO & FROM ABERDEEN FOR PARTIES OF 30 OR MORE
Registration

THE
DRUMCARROW

Welcome message

PACKAGE

Coﬀee and rolls on arrival
Full use of practice facilities
Complimentary range access
Personalised pin sheets

£99
PER PERSON

(BASED ON 12 OR MORE)

Personalised bag tag
Full locker room and shower use
Round of golf (choice of 5 tees)
Longest drive and nearest pin
Two course dinner in the Clubhouse
10% discount on Golf Day prizes

THE DUKE’S COURSE | ST.ANDREWS KY16 8NX | 01334 470214

HOW we communicate both
at work and at home has
transformed in recent years.
Driven by an explosion of
social media channels and
self-publishing tools, your
clients’ and your employees’
expectations are a world away
from just a few years ago.
A 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer
revealed that while trust in businesses
around the world is declining, with the
majority placed in ‘distrust territory’,
there is some renewed confidence
in experts, notably technical experts
and academics as well as a recovering
belief in those CEOs who choose to
speak out on issues.
For organisations who are willing to
invest in supporting their management
team to become effective
communicators – adept at both
internal and external communications,
the benefits can be significant. A
Towers Watson study found that
companies with highly effective
communications practices see 47%
higher returns to their shareholders.
When leadership works in partnership
with their communications
professionals, effective engagement
strategies that are sustainable and
deliver long-term benefits can unfold.
These not only help the bottom
line but increase brand loyalty
and engagement, innovation and
productivity.

What’s required from leaders?
Be involved – effective
communications needs proactive
support from the top down. Leaders
need to set the example, driving and
participating in communications
activity.
Be strategic – ensure your
communications programme is fully
aligned to deliver your business goals.
Be an enabler – actively support
your communications team and
empower your employees and other
stakeholders to better communicate
and amplify your story externally.
Be supportive – support and train
managers to become effective
communicators, motivating teams and
improving decision making.
Be authentic – this is one of the most
critical aspects. People have become
jaded in the ‘fake news’ era. They want
to hear from people they truly believe
in. Have confidence in being you.
When developing your
communications approach consider
the following:
1. Communicate for your audience
not for yourself:
Think, what is it that your audience
needs to hear rather than what you
want to tell them. Consider the most
effective way to share that information
and when.

2. Stay focused on your core
messages:
Cramming too many details into your
communications dilutes your overall
message. What it is you want people
to remember? More importantly, what
you want them to tell others?
3. Think long-term gain as well as
short-term need:
It’s easy to be pulled into shortterm tactics to address immediate
requirements – whether that be to
achieve a monthly sales target or
address an immediate issue. While
some activity does need to be
reactive, communications should
always be underpinned by a sustained
longer-term strategy.
4. Build a pool of ambassadors:
Taking a more strategic approach to
who you are engaging with can bring
fresh perspective but also generate
leads from new sources.
It makes business sense for leaders
to embrace the power of strategic
communications. Leaving the
safety net of the corporate line and
encouraging their teams to do the
same requires a change in mindset
that at first may seem daunting but
will ultimately be empowering for all
involved.

Terms and conditions apply. Prices subject to change.
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Decipher contract 		
for TWMA

Bid to protect live music venues

Honorary fellowship for arts boss

TWMA, which provides specialised drilling waste
management services, has secured a six-figure
contract with Decipher Energy.

IN ITS first year the Oil & Gas Technology Centre
has co-invested £37m in more than 70 projects
to develop and deploy new technology which
could transform the future of the UK North Sea.

TWMA will provide an at source drilling waste
management package at the Orlando Field in the
UK northern North Sea. The company will use
its EfficientC® and TCC RotoMill® technology to
allow processing of the drill cuttings offshore at
source.

The OGTC is working with Spirit Energy to
field-trial a well plugging and abandonment
technology that could deliver up to £100m costsavings per year. Interwell’s thermite tool, which
is being deployed at Spirit Energy’s onshore well
at Caythorpe, melts materials in the wellbore,
forming an impermeable barrier to seal the
well. The results will be shared with a further
nine North Sea companies collaborating on the
project.

Subsea UK awards
SUBSEA UK’s annual awards, which celebrate
the achievements of companies and individuals
in the UK subsea industry, were presented at a
gala dinner in Aberdeen during Subsea Expo Europe’s largest subsea-focused exhibition and
conference.
The top award, Company of the Year, was
presented to Tekmar Energy Limited whilst
founder and former managing director of
Tritech, Richard Marsh, scooped the Outstanding
Contribution Award. Maritime Developments
Limited were presented with the Innovation &
Technology award. AgileTek was crowned the
Small Company of the Year and The Underwater
Centre was presented with the Innovation for
Safety award for the second year running. The
Global Exports award went to STATS Group and
Bristol-based Rovco won the New Enterprise
award.
This year’s event saw the launch of the David
Pridden Young Emerging Talent Award, a
commemorative accolade in memory of the
inaugural Subsea UK chief executive, David
Pridden who sadly passed away last year. Arnold
Grundy of Oceaneering was the proud winner.
Neil Gordon, chief executive of Subsea UK
commented: “The past two years have
been extremely challenging for the subsea
sector, however we have continued to see an
unwavering commitment from companies of all
sizes to drive a real change across our industry.
“Once again, we received an incredible standard
of entries for this year’s awards, demonstrating
the greatest attributes of the UK subsea sector.
Despite the ongoing challenges we face, it’s vital
that we continue to celebrate and recognise the
finest talent, leadership and contributions as we
adapt to this new environment in the coming
years.”
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OGTC invests £37
million in 12 months

Nicola Johnston, evening and night time economy
manager, Aberdeen Inspired
CITY centre business organisation Aberdeen Inspired has urged
the Scottish Government to adopt new legislation to help protect
live music venues.
The “Agent of Change” principle, which sets out safeguards for
live music venues when nearby industrial or commercial premises
are redeveloped into residential properties, will be discussed by a
Holyrood committee.
Established music venues can receive an influx of noise complaints
from new residents, which has, in some cases, led to businesses
closing. Throughout the UK, 35% of grassroots music venues have
closed over the last decade.
Under the proposed principle, if a music venue is in place before
the residential premises, the owners of the residential property
would be responsible for paying for soundproofing. Similarly, if
a music venue opens in an existing residential area, the venue is
responsible for the cost of the work.
Nicola Johnston, Aberdeen Inspired’s evening and night time
economy manager, has written to the Local Government and
Communities Committee at Holyrood to argue that the Agent of
Change principle should be adopted in Scotland’s planning law as it
has been in England and Wales.
“Aberdeen is undergoing an economic and cultural transformation,
adopting the agent of change will allow our grass root music
venues to flourish as our city grows and develops,” she said.
“A number of Aberdeen venues, such as Krakatoa, Cellar 35,
Coopers Bar, the Gilcomston, Underdog and Downstairs, have all
been affected by what we believe is an imbalance in the existing
regulatory approach.
“Should the Scottish Government adopt the agent of change, our
live music venues will be protected, and a much-needed balance
struck between sensibly managing noise whilst appreciating and
respecting the nature of the business’s activity and providing a
comfortable living environment.”

Jane Spiers, chief executive,
Aberdeen Performing Arts
JANE Spiers, chief executive of Aberdeen Performing Arts, has
been awarded an honorary fellowship by the Royal Incorporation
of Architects in Scotland (RIAS) for her outstanding contribution to
the arts and architecture.
The honorary fellowship recognises her inspirational leadership,
vision and ambition, citing the many awards secured for artistic
and business leadership including a Scottish Thistle Award for
Business Leadership while at Horsecross Arts and most recently at
Aberdeen Performing Arts, a Best Festival finalist for True North in
the upcoming National Thistle Awards in March this year.
The fellowship is also in recognition of Jane’s exceptional
contribution to the cultural infrastructure in Scotland, her bold
artistic vision and her leadership of four capital projects in Scotland
- three major restoration and renovation projects - the Stirling
Tolbooth, Perth Theatre and Aberdeen Music Hall and the new
build Perth Concert Hall, which launched in 2005 with a critically
acclaimed opening season.

Wood works on Saudi
mega-project
WOOD has secured a new multi-million dollar, five-year contract
to support Saudi Aramco in the delivery of one of its megaprojects in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Engineering and
project management services to develop the Marjan oil field in
the state’s eastern province will be provided under the contract,
which is effective immediately.

It is also working with SPi Performance Coatings
to tackle corrosion – one the main causes of
downtime – with a revolutionary protective
coating which “eats” rust on surfaces and selfheals when damaged. A field trial has already
been completed on Total E&P UK’s Elgin
platform and further field trials planned later this
year.
200 start-ups and SMEs from 24 countries have
applied for funding and support from the TechX
accelerator programme. Ten companies will
be invited to join its first Pioneer programme in
June and earn the opportunity to receive up to
£100,000 in funding.
The recent digital transformation “Call for Ideas”
generated 68 ideas on how to harness the power
of big data and machine learning to unlock the
remaining potential of the UK North Sea.

Stronachs joins 		
SCVO panel
STRONACHS LLP has been appointed by
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations
(SCVO) to its panel of legal advisors.
The Aberdeen headquartered firm joins SCVO’s
list of selected firms authorised to provide
legal services to more than 1,800 third sector
organisations.

The front end engineering design (FEED), major increment and
overall project management consultancy will be executed from
Wood’s Reading UK, Khobar, Saudi Arabia and India offices.
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Want to play
your part in
developing the
region’s future
workforce?

New specialist diploma in crisis communications
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) has joined
forces with the Chartered Institute of Public
Relations (CIPR) to launch a specialist diploma in
crisis communications.
The course, the only of its kind in Scotland, aims
to provide participants with the tools, concepts,
frameworks and confidence to navigate the
exceptionally complex landscape of issues and
crises.
Aimed at public relations professionals, the
course, which is accredited by the CIPR, will
explore the worlds of business and public sectors,
analysing the fundamentals of rapid response
and data gathering, cultural and unconscious
bias, human psychology and emotions; and crisis
preparedness.

1. Register on the
Marketplace website
www.ourskillsforce.co.uk/
marketplace
2. Post details of what you
can support a local school
with
Botan Osman,
managing director, Restrata

Restrata training
academy launched
RESTRATA has launched a new training academy targeting
employees and associates across the organisation.
The initiative aims to encourage the sharing of information
between service lines and departments.
Managing director Botan Osman said: “In an era that
encourages innovation and forward thinking, we look
to nurture this type of activity within our organisation.
Sometimes, it’s the gap between disciplines that has the
most potential, therefore cross-fertilising ideas across teams
is creating great ideas for us to take forward to better serve
our one obsession, our clients resilience.”
Expertise is sought from within the company, with team
members selected to present for 45 minutes on their
chosen topic, followed by a Q&A session.
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3. Inspire a generation
Marketplace is delivered by
Developing the Young
Workforce and Skills
Development Scotland.

Izzy Crawford, from RGU’s School of Creative
and Cultural Business and course leader for the
new specialist diploma, said: “This exciting new
qualification will offer professionals from all walks
of life a fast and affordable way to gain vital skills
in crisis communications.

Izzy Crawford,
academic strategic lead, Robert Gordon University

A £3billion pool of potential
DEVELOPING new subsea technology and approaches to field
developments could help unlock 400 million additional barrels of oil
and gas and generate £3bn of additional value, according to Wood
Mackenzie and the Oil & Gas Technology Centre (OGTC).
On the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS), there is 3.4 billion barrels of oil
and gas potential discovered in marginal fields, or “small pools.” At
the current oil price, 1.5 billion barrels in small pools in the basin are
potentially economic.
The OGTC’s ‘Tie-back of the Future’ initiative, which aims to both half
the cost and half the time to develop small pools, would make an
additional 400 million barrels economic.
The initiative brings together 25 operators, supply chain firms and
technology developers to transform the approach to developing
marginal fields. Creating a circular economy, whereby subsea
equipment is designed for disassembly and reuse, is at the heart of the
initiative.
To date, the OGTC has invested £250,000 in engineering activity
to develop the initiative, five technology projects are underway, 13
technology proposals are in the pipeline and six integrated studies
have been completed.
The UKCS has around 10% of the world’s small pools and with 27
billion barrels in small pools globally, there is huge potential to take
solutions developed here to other basins with marginal fields, driving
international growth and export opportunities.

“At RGU we have extremely close links with
industry and our courses are often tailored to the
specific needs of industry. We look forward to
working closely with our partners at the CIPR to
deliver this exciting new course.”

Strong year for offices
market
A SOLID final quarter of occupational deals in
Aberdeen and Glasgow, and an all-time record
year for Edinburgh, saw the take-up in Scotland’s
offices market in 2017 reach 2.4 million sq ft, 14%
above the 10-year average, according to the
latest Scottish Office Spotlight from Savills.
Take-up for the full year in Aberdeen totalled
403,000 sq ft, 120% above the level recorded
during 2016 and the strongest year since 2014.
Unsurprisingly, says Savills, as the price of Brent
Crude oil hovers just below $70 per barrel, this
boost in take-up has been witnessed most
apparently in the engineering and extraction and
utilities sectors.
Simpson Buglass, head of the Aberdeen office
and director in the business space agency
team, said: “There remains a two-tier market in
Aberdeen, with landlords who have committed
oil and gas operators into long RPI-linked
leases and footloose occupiers who are able to
take advantage of attractive rent free periods.
Availability has now peaked in Aberdeen
following the completion of Marischal Square
and The Silver Fin Building during 2017. With
enquiries from the oil and gas sector gathering
further momentum, footloose occupiers are
being encouraged to act sooner rather than
later. Grade C space will need to reinvent itself or
continue to struggle for the foreseeable future.”
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Safeguarding our
social welfare

IT MAY be generations
before it becomes clear what
impact the rapid advance of
social media has had on the
youngsters of today, according
to Alan McTamney, manager
of Mental Health Aberdeen’s
youth counselling project, ACIS
Youth. While he believes social
media can be a valuable asset
he is concerned that by only
communicating in the virtual
world vital relationship skills
could be lost.

“Studies have shown that
kids with high social media
use are experiencing sleep
deprivation and we know
that sleep deprivation
is linked to things like
depression and anxiety.”
Alan McTamney,
manager, ACIS Youth
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“Unlike our generation, who
remember things before social
media, that’s all the kids of today
have known,” he said. “It is just
part of their culture and what
they are used to. I think we will
struggle to really know what kind
of effect social media is having on
childhood development and things
like cognitive development and
emotional development.”
He said that, quite rightly, the current
focus was on high risk problems
like online grooming, child sexual
exploitation and cyber bullying with
the latter being much more invasive
because bullies could no longer be
left at the school gate but could
continue to target their victims in
their homes.

“I think there are some other areas
which are worth thinking about in
terms of potential education like the
impact of virtual connections, as
opposed to real-time interpersonal
relationships.

“I like an occasional McDonald’s but if
it is all you’ve got it is not going to be
very healthy and social media is similar.
It is not good or bad, it is about how
we educate our kids and how we use it
to be helpful.

“Kids learn about themselves
through interactions – that’s how
we develop our identities. We meet
people, we receive a response and
communication is not just about the
words we use but much more about
the reactions we get from others.

“Studies have shown that kids with
high social media use are experiencing
sleep deprivation and we know that
sleep deprivation is linked to things like
depression and anxiety. We also know
that a fatigued mind isn’t going to be a
resilient mind in terms of its capacity to
learn and engage. When kids are tired
it becomes much harder for them and
that is one of the things parents should
perhaps think about - what are the
consequences in terms of children’s
overall health? If they are up till three
o’clock in the morning chatting to
their friends and then have to get up
at seven for school they are not going
to be in the best frame of mind in their
social contact.

“Social media is a form of
communication but in lots of
respects it’s quite a poor form of
communication because they don’t
see the response from the other
person. They simply get words
back and going up to someone and
saying ‘hello’ is a completely different
experience to just typing it on a screen.
“We should be thinking about the
impact social media might have on
children’s resilience, for example. How
resilient do they become when they
are locked behind a screen in the
community?”
He said youngsters could be learning
from adults who just throw information
out on social media with no thought
for the consequences.
“It becomes easy to say something
negative when they don’t see the
reaction or see any kind of suffering
which might be caused by it.”
He expressed concern at how the
culture of instant gratification nurtured
by social media spreads to all aspects
of youngsters’ lives.

“We work with some fairly vulnerable
kids who can be very isolated and
without many social contacts. They
may use social media as a way of
feeding themselves socially but
the worry is that they become
accustomed to only that and when
you don’t practice socialising it
becomes even harder, so it’s a doubleedged sword.
“Finding the balance is really
important. There are a huge number
of advantages to being able to contact
and speak to people when you want to
but not at the expense of face-to-face
stuff.”

“I worry about how we can to teach
our kids to step back and wait for
things when everything is just so
available. But it’s all about balance and
if we look at our mental health in a
nutritional way social media is a bit like
fast food.
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Barclays says Brand Britain
boosts buying

Ecosse wins wave award
ECOSSE Subsea Systems (ESS) has been awarded £2.5m
funding by Wave Energy Scotland (WES) to develop a
magnetic gear system which could be pivotal in developing
the next generation of wave energy convertors.
Development work will take place over the next two years
in a collaborative project with Bathwick Electrical Design,
Supply Design and Pure Marine, with additional subcontract support provided by the University of Edinburgh
and Applied Renewables Research.
The award is part of WES’s Power Take-Off programme
which is aimed at producing reliable technology which will
result in cost-effective wave energy generation.

Jamie Grant head of corporate banking, Barclays
AS Britain prepares to negotiate fresh trade deals abroad,
new global research from Barclays Corporate Banking
reveals two fifths of international consumers would be more
inclined to buy a product if it displayed the Union Jack.
This was especially true for consumers in Asia and the
Middle East who have stronger associations of quality with
Brand Britain. Younger people were also more swayed by
the Union Jack – nearly half said this would encourage them
to make a purchase, compared to a quarter of over 55s.
The international survey of over 8,000 people from eight
markets (France, Germany, Republic of Ireland, USA, China,
India, UAE and South Africa) uncovered the most coveted
British goods abroad and the premiums foreign consumers
are prepared to pay for ‘Brand Britain’ products.

WES, a subsidiary of Highlands and Islands Enterprise and
funded by the Scottish Government, has so far awarded
£25.4m to 61 projects and worked with more than 170
organisations in the quest to overcome technical challenges
facing the wave energy sector.
ESS will project manage the development and testing of its
Power Electronic Controlled Magnet Gear (PECMAG) PTO
system. The all-electric system is built from smaller modules
with magnetic gearing that is being developed to suit a
variety of wave energy converter devices and will feature
both rotary and linear actuator systems.
Michael Cowie, ESS technical director, said: “The WES
funding means we can take this emerging technology onto
the trials and testing stages in real-sea conditions and if all
goes well, onwards to full commercialisation and market
entry.”

Produced as part of the Barclays Brand Britain: Export
Opportunities for UK Businesses report, economic
modelling shows the tangible benefits of a positive
perception abroad. An additional £3.45bn could be
generated in revenue by deploying targeted marketing
focused on the provenance of British products. While the
modelling focused on eight key countries, the rewards
could be multiplied still further if other markets were
factored into the analysis.
Jamie Grant, head of corporate banking for Barclays in
Scotland, said: “Brand Britain continues to have widespread
appeal abroad, demonstrating the continued scope for
UK businesses to trade successfully overseas. The picture
continues to look positive for Britain’s exporters, with
international consumers going out of their way to buy
British. Our research shows that some of the biggest
opportunities lie in emerging markets, where British
craftmanship is most valued.”

Understanding
the future
of your
business
finances
by Steve Mitchell,

partner ,
Anderson Anderson & Brown LLP

FINANCIAL budgets
underpinned by comprehensive
assumptions are a key
management tool no matter
what size of business you
operate. They can be used
to quickly monitor trading
performance against budget and
identify any issues.
Good quality financial budgets
substantiate the business strategy and
give confidence to funders and other
stakeholders that plans are thought
through and credible. Budgets can
then be used to underpin the basis of
your financial modelling, incorporating:
• annual forecasts on a monthly basis
with full profit and loss/cashflow/
balance sheet to assist with medium
to long term planning
• sensitivity analyses to plan for
alternative scenarios
• short-term cashflow forecasts on a
rolling basis to monitor performance
and cash requirements

Michael Cowie,
technical director, Ecosse Subsea Systems Ltd

You will hopefully have seen our
articles in the past about the benefits
of cloud bookkeeping solutions like
Xero and Quickbooks, which AAB
are partners with. These are great
solutions but only provide a snapshot
of your finances based on your actual
results. Wouldn’t it be great if these
products also provided visibility, in
one place, of how the finances of your
business may look in the future as well
as reporting on your actual results
versus budgets?
One of the key benefits of cloud
bookkeeping software is that
software developers can integrate
their products through Application
Programming Interface (API) links.
There are software products on the
market like FUTRLI and Spotlight
which integrate directly to help clients
understand how their business has
performed and its future in a timely,
flexible and efficient way. One of the
key attractions of these products is
that, since they can access real time
data, it is much easier to update
your cashflow projections as they
constantly refresh and update based
on your current debtors, liabilities and
bank balance.

These add-ons also make it easier
for us to advise you on where
your business is heading, compare
actual results with budgets and key
performance indicators. They enable
you to make informed decisions, based
on real-time information, by creating
different scenarios and reviewing the
impact on your profit and loss, balance
sheet and, most importantly, cashflow.
What if I don’t currently use Xero or
Quickbooks?
Even if you aren’t a Xero or
Quickbooks user, your accountant
should still be able to help you
produce a financial model, adapted
to suit the size and complexity of your
business.

The correct formula for your business
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
& BROWN LLP
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Maximising Mexico
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) has delivered a pilot Sector
Leadership Development programme in Mexico to help maximise the
country’s growing oil and gas sector.
Mexico has a long and distinguished track record in terms of oil and
gas production, however, to successfully deliver the new production
targets significant new skills and capabilities will be required across the
industry.
Funded by the Prosperity Fund Programme run by the British
Embassy in Mexico, the Sector Leadership Development programme
was a key recommendation of the skills development framework
project undertaken by RGU for Mexico in 2017.
RGU, in partnership with the Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo
de México, delivered two, two-day workshops with participants
including future leaders from the Energy Regulatory Commission, the
National Agency for Safety, Energy and Environment, the National
Hydrocarbon Commission, the Ministry of Energy and the Mexican
Hydrocarbons Association.
The workshops focused on key areas within leadership such as leading
for performance excellence, building positive relationships, stakeholder
management and leading change, as well as insight into the oil and
gas sector from both a regional and international perspective.

Paul de Leeuw, director,
Robert Gordon University’s Oil and Gas Institute

Paul Chapman,
partner, Marks and Clarks

Scotland lags
Scandinavia in patents
SCOTLAND may be renowned for its culture
of innovation but it is being outdone by its
Scandinavian counterparts, according to a
Scottish patents expert.

First gigabit-speed
fibre broadband city

The country is lagging Denmark and Norway –
which have comparable populations to Scotland
– when it comes to filing patent applications.
Paul Chapman, a partner from intellectual
property firm Marks & Clerk, said: “Both countries
have filed a significantly higher number of
European patent applications since January 2016.
“While Scotland is famed for innovation, the
data shows Scottish companies are protecting
their inventions far less than their Scandinavian
cousins. Our businesses need to become better,
not just at developing IP, but also protecting and
commercialising their rights.”
Marks & Clerk believes Scottish businesses are
not investing enough in their IP and must look to
emulate the Scandinavian example.
Paul added: “The data shows that Scotland
clearly has standout sectors – some of the
highest number of Scottish patent applications
relate to oil and gas drilling, medical science, and
materials analysis.
“Companies and individuals wishing to protect
their IP should not see it merely as an expense,
but rather as an investment. With any investment
comes risks, but the potential upside can be
significant.”
26.

Douglas Lumsden,
co-leader, Aberdeen City Council

ABERDEEN is set to become
a forerunner for digital
transformation in Scotland
with the announcement of a
new Gigabit-capable full fibre
broadband network under
the Vodafone and CityFibre
Fibre-to-the-Premises (FTTP)
programme.
It will also help the Scottish
Government achieve their ‘Reaching
100%’ ambition of making Scotland
one of the best connected places in
Europe, unlocking its full potential in
a digital world. CityFibre will invest at
least £40m of private funds in the citywide roll-out.

Fibre optic cables are used for every
stage of the connection, from the
customer’s home or business to the
Internet. This means Vodafone will
be able to provide customers with
ultrafast and reliable broadband
services capable of Gigabit speeds
(1,000 Mbps). With no copper wire to
slow the network down, the ultrafast
connection will transform users’ online
experience. At present, just 3% of UK
premises have access to these superior
standard connections.

Aberdeen is further evidence of the
action CityFibre is taking to deliver
Britain’s full fibre future. Our existing
network in Aberdeen provides us with
an eighteen-month head-start on a
full fibre roll-out to nearly every home
and business in the city. With similar
FTTP backbone networks already
built in over 40 UK towns and cities,
our contribution to national full fibre
coverage is well underway. We are
getting on with the job of building
Gigabit Britain – at full speed.”

Councillor Douglas Lumsden, coLeader of Aberdeen City Council, said:
“This announcement represents a
significant step forward in delivering
connectivity which will change the
lives of residents and give businesses
access to new ways of working.
Aberdeen City Council is determined
to lead from the front in digital
transformation and enhance the
city’s standing on the global stage.
The collaboration with CityFibre and
Vodafone is a wonderful example of
our partnership approach in action
– where the financial commitment
we have made will leverage £40m
of private investment in our city’s
infrastructure.”

CityFibre will start construction of the
new FTTP network in Aberdeen in
July this year. They will use modern
build techniques to deploy the
network quickly, while minimising
disruption. Once completed, nearly
every business and home in Aberdeen
will have FTTP access.

Greg Mesch, chief executive at
CityFibre said: “Our commitment to

Aberdeen was chosen as the first
FTTP city in Scotland because of
the city’s emergent tech sector,
the council’s forward-looking
commitment to ‘smart city’ initiatives,
and the strength of its support for
the project. Customers in Aberdeen
can now pre-register for the full fibre
service via the Vodaphone website,
with the first live services expected by
early 2019.
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Grant to help take on first employee
SMALL businesses in their first stages of growth in
Aberdeenshire are being urged to consider whether a recently
relaunched grant could help them expand.
The First Employee Grant (FEG) Scheme offers £1,000 to
businesses taking on their first employee and aims to help
employers through the recruitment process.
If a business qualifies for support it receives £500 when it
takes on a new employee and £500 after six months if the
post is still filled. It is not important how long a business has
been in existence only that it has aspirations for growth and is
seeking to take on its first employee.
Aberdeenshire Council’s Support for Aberdeenshire Business
(SAB) project has been revised to accommodate the
reintroduction of the grant scheme, last operational in January
2016.

Grant recipients Jacob Whitaker, Richard Kent of
Greeman Woodworking with Aberdeenshire
Councillor Peter Argyle

Let’s get
digital
by Rebecca Campbell,
policy executive,
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce

SAB Development Grants, which include marketing grants and
grants to assist in the implementation of a recognised quality
system, now have a maximum amount of £10,000.
For more information on the First Employee Grant Scheme
or help available under the SAB project please contact the
Business Gateway Manager on 01467 534304, or
email: econdev@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Circular Economy
BusinessBreakfast
Date: Wednesday April 18, 2018
Time: 7-9am
Venue: AECC
This Business Breakfast will explore the concept of the circular economy and identify
opportunities for business here in the North-east to save costs, reduce supply chain risks,
obtain funding and identify new products and services while building loyalty in an evolving
marketplace.
The Ultimate Business Show (TUBS) will also be launched at this breakfast. TUBS brings
together both Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce members and non-members
from across a range of sectors who provide cost-effective and efficient solutions for your
business.
To book your place please contact events@agcc.co.uk

FITTING with this month’s
Business Bulletin theme, digital
connectivity is a key priority for
the policy team and will be front
and centre during 2018.
If you regularly read the policy update
you will already be aware of some of
the activities we have been involved
in regarding digital infrastructure.
These activities have included a
meeting we held with BT Openreach
and Chamber members last April to
discuss connectivity and the issues
experienced by businesses. The
Chamber has also raised awareness
and given our support to the
SmartRural scheme, a pilot digital
scheme in Stonehaven. We attended
the ‘Digital Cities 2017’ seminar, chaired
by Russell Borthwick, in September
and are pushing for 5G pilots in the
North-east.
While our efforts have been focused
locally in the Aberdeen and Grampian
region, we have also been working
with the Scottish and British Chambers
of Commerce as a collective to help
improve digital connectivity on a
national scale.
In February, the Scottish Chambers
of Commerce (SCC) gave evidence
to the Scottish Affairs Committee on
digital connectivity and have since
submitted written evidence to the
committee. We submitted evidence
for SCC to raise on our behalf which

included reference to the lack of
uptake of Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport connection
vouchers which I made reference
to in last month’s Bulletin. From the
national perspective, the need to
improve digital infrastructure has also
been a key policy area for the British
Chambers of Commerce with their ‘No
more Notspots’ campaign to improve
mobile coverage.
We are always interested to
understand policy issues from
different perspectives and we
therefore asked members of our
Policy Council what ‘digital’ meant
to them. Elaine Cleary, JCI president,
provided insight into her experience of
how digital technology has improved
efficiency in the workplace, saying:
“Our reliance on technology has given
us an edge to use to our advantage,
if we use it right. Online teamwork
and collaboration tools have been
developing over the past few years,
many platforms have been on the go
supporting teams to work digitally
in businesses. As a teacher I use
Google Classroom to encourage good
practice when pupils are working in
teams, this is to encourage them to
learn at a young age how to work
together responsibly and collaborate
while learning good IT skills to use
outside of the classroom. Google Apps
have developed significantly and their
professional tools make remote team
working simple and affordable. Gone

are the days where you have 20 edits
to a single document, sending it over
and back and often forgetting which
one was the most up to date version,
albeit any excuse to hangout face
to face for a cuppa is always a good
excuse and you can even do that
digitally now.”
In the ever advancing, fast-paced
(or not so, as the issue may be)
environment of digital technology it
is often too easy to forget how much
digital connectivity and technology
has advanced and how patterns of
working have changed. With greater
use and reliance on digital connectivity
comes a greater need for the
supporting infrastructure and as our
regional economy changes we believe
it will be even more critical in the future
than it was in the past.
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Capitalising
cyber security
growth
by Martin Beaton,

cyber security cluster co-ordinator,
CyberScotland

Spring is in the air
by Bert McIntosh,
INDUSTRY estimates suggest
the global cyber security market
will be worth £130bn by 2020.
Currently the UK’s share of this
is £3.5bn and climbing fast.
Were the UK to capture 5% of
the global market, Scotland’s
12% share would be just shy of
£1bn per year. This represents
hundreds of high value jobs.
Since 2012 the number of cyber
security businesses in Scotland has
increased rapidly however even this
does not tell the whole story. Many of
the companies have also increased
their staff numbers. For example, PwC
Scotland has grown from two people
in 2014 to 32 in 2017 and is continuing
to grow; Corero, a company that
protects against distribute denial
of service attacks, chose to place a
development team in Edinburgh and is
currently expanding their operations;
and Zonefox is growing staff numbers
rapidly to keep up with global demand.
This explosion of cyber security
sector growth along with growing
recognition of the risks associated with
cyber crime caught the attention of
the Scottish Government. In 2015 they
published an ambitious cyber security
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strategy aimed at securing Scotland’s
place as a globally recognised safe
place to live and do business.

export our world class expertise
and innovation to the £130bn global
market.

Industry, agencies and academia are
currently in the final stages of creating
five action plans to turn aspirations
into results. An example of this is the
public sector action plan which has
resulted in all public bodies being
required to address the cyber security
challenge for example through the
cyber essentials scheme, before the
end of 2018.

Scotland is not pretending that it
can be the best at everything but it
is aiming for global recognition that
what we do, we do very well. This
becomes our global brand and the key
differentiator that will lift Scotland out
of a noisy market space to become a
beacon of integrity and quality in the
goods and services that we provide
as well as making a strong argument
that we are one of the best places
in the world to run a cyber security
company.

One of the most exciting action plans
is the economic opportunity action
plan. Of all the plans it is the one that
is aimed at growing the cyber security
industry in Scotland. While we are a
small country there is global precedent
with countries like Estonia and Israel
– both of similar size to Scotland
but with cyber reputations that far
outweigh ours.
Core to the economic opportunity
action plan is the concept that
Scotland can be more than a safe
place for businesses and citizens.
We don’t have to be content with
being a net importer of cyber goods
and services. We can, with the
right management and investment,

chairman and managing director,
McIntosh Plant Hire (Aberdeen) Ltd
IN FEBRUARY, Knockburn
experienced extremely cold
easterly winds and heavy
snowfalls much enjoyed by
sledges and skiers on the new
slope. Pleasing comments
referred to the conditions as
“near perfect”. The weather
cancelled some training sessions
but that won’t stop the budding
new generation of endurance
athletes who train here.
Our athletes need support from all
sectors and we are doing our bit to
help them climb onto the international
stage. It is not all about performance
though, as early March welcomed the
Spring season and the public started
re-visiting the many grass paths for
sheltered, leisurely strolls.
The willows to wigwam trials went
well, as shown in the photo. From
cutting willows to the liveable habitats
was a long day’s work. Hiawatha
would have been proud of our effort!
Knockburn is ready for companies
with teams of 12 to engage in a two
day challenge – each challenge
specific to their needs.

There have been alterations to the café
and with a new management team
in place, the home bakes are very
much on the menu. Look out for our
weekend opening date in April to taste
them along with a cappuccino or latte.
The changing rooms are now
complete after redecoration and
looking good, ready to accept
swimmers in the coming months.
Loch swimmers are already itching
to test the water temperature. Online
registration is always open for new
memberships with different options
available from single to family
memberships.
The city and shire are engaging in
many new sporting development
programmes along with our local
clubs who form a real sporting hub at
Knockburn and all are very welcome.

To help facilitate their development,
Knockburn Sports Loch is always
available for bookings as a safe facility
that can be used to coach athletes
and hopefully by doing so we can
play a small part in helping them
achieve success at all levels of sport,
from club to elite level, noted recent
studies of elderly cyclists have shown
that maintaining an active lifestyle has
contributed to their longevity and ever
youthful outlook on life.
In conclusion, MPH are sponsoring
TriScotland to further promote sports
to new levels over the next 12 months.
For updates on what is going on at
Knockburn in 2018, please visit our
website www.knockburn.co.uk and
our Facebook page.

It is my strong and proven belief that
a sport for all ages approach – from
five to 75 years old – is so important
for your health and wellbeing in life,
business and not forgetting educating
those at school level.
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April

218
courses

run by the Chamber

Covering

55

different
subjects

Time Management
Identify time wasting activities to manage time more effectively

9 Wed
1 day

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Develop communication techniques to positively influence others

18 Wed
1 day

Report Writing
Produce clear, concise and effective reports that achieve
objectives

9 – 10
2 days

Essential Managers
Become equipped with the knowledge and skills required as a
manager

19 Thu
1/2 day

Inward and Outward Processing
Learn how to claim HMRC relief

10 Thu
1 day

Assertiveness at work
Clearly communicate your point of view without causing conflict

19 Thu
1/2 day

HM Revenue and Customs END Use Awareness
Take advantage of Shipwork END Use (END) system and
navigate the rules

16 Wed
1 day

19 Thu
1 day

GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation – Awareness and
Digital
Understand the full implications

Personal Effectiveness
Improve self-management and the ability to manage challenging
situations

17 Thu
1 day

25 Wed
1 day

Train the Trainer
Feel confident whilst developing and presenting different types of
training delivery

Negotiation for Win-Win
Understand the tactics and skills of persuasion that lead to
success

23-24
2 day

Finance for non-Finance Managers
Gain an understanding of many aspects of finance and how it
impacts business

Training subjects include:

29 Tue
1 day

Presentation Skills
Deliver a dynamic and motivational presentation confidently

Finance

30 Wed
1/2 day

Understanding the Oil & Gas Industry
Understand the basics of oil and gas production and processing

GDPR - data
protection

25 Wed
1/2 day

Taking Notes and Minutes
Record meetings effectively and accurately with high quality
minutes

25 Wed
1/2 day

Resilience Survive and Thrive
Turning difficult situations into growth

26 Thu
1 day

Essential Supervisor Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising in order to
motivate staff

26 Thu

Import Rules
Avoid pitfalls in importing, reducing complexities and
costly errors

Attended by

delegates

June

May
3 Thu
1/2 day

8 Tue
1 day

Social Media Advanced
Understand how to integrate social media into a digital
communications plan
Project Management – Fundamentals
Understand the principals of project management and the
complexities of scale

For more information
Susan Staniforth,
training team leader
T 01224 343917 E training@agcc.co.uk
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17 Tue
1 day

1 day

1,250

May

5 Tue
1 day

Marketing 101
Develop a successful integrated marketing campaign

5 Tue
1 day

Motivate and Delegate
Create a motivational environment and use effective delegation

12 Tue
1 day

General Data Protection Regulation marketing impact
Understand what GDPR means for marketing activities

13 Wed
1 day

Performance Management
Get it right for the bottom line or service delivery

21 Thu
1 day

HR for non HR Managers
Understand the responsibilities and techniques in relation to HR
requirements

Become a social media wiz

Management and
leadership

International business
and exporting

3

Become a master of marketing
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Exploring the North-east’s cultural
ambitions at the March Business Breakfast

Speed networking at Revolution

A round up of
events
throughout the
past month

Mark Shaw,

Director, Mark Shaw Funeral Services
Chamber of Commerce, Aberdeen
Making new business connections

What does your company do that
others don’t?
As one of few independent funeral
directors in Aberdeen we provide
a highly individualised approach to
arranging funerals. Some funerals
are very simple, others can be very
elaborate. We don’t sell set packages
but offer each component of our
service separately. In this modern day
of call centres, our telephones are
answered 24 hours a day by our local
staff and not diverted to a call centre.

What are the most pressing
challenges that your industry
sector faces today and why?
Relaxed networking in the city centre

Debate and discussion at the March Business Breakfast

Breakfast panellists Richard Sweetnam and Jane Spiers

The funeral profession is currently
un-regulated however the Scottish
Government is rightly introducing
regulation. This will bring new
challenges and demands to the
profession but all aimed at ensuring
bereaved clients have a good and
reliable service. The pre-payment
market is also becoming increasingly
competitive with many companies
who are not funeral directors selling
plans directly to the public. They make
considerable profits on the sale of these
plans which results in higher prices for
the client and lower margins for the
funeral director.

What is the hardest lesson you
have learned in your career to
date?
Building a good team of committed
staff takes time and investment.
It is tempting to cut corners with
recruitment, training, staff conditions
and investment but this will not deliver
a long term stable team committed to
providing the highest levels of service
and business efficiency.

What is the most valuable piece
of business advice you have ever
received?

Quick
fire
round
What was your first job?
On a chicken farm

When would you like to retire?
82 years of age

What did you have for breakfast?
Bacon roll

Keep going!

What’s been your proudest career
achievement to date and why?
Seeing staff who came to work in
the company with no prior funeral
experience develop and becoming fully
able to deliver first class service, based
on what they have learned through the
company. Seeing our first brand new
Jaguar XJ hearse and limousine come
off a transporter lorry was a proud (and
expensive) moment.

Who, or what, inspires you?
My late grandfather

What’s the last book you read /
film you saw?
Book – ‘What will they say about you
when you are gone? Creating a life of
legacy’ by Rabbi Daniel Cohen

If you could make one thing
happen tomorrow that would
benefit North-east Scotland, what
would it be?
I’d like to see an increasingly broad and
diverse economy which is resilient and
not dependent on any one sector. I’d
also like to see public services staying
in the region as far as possible and not
being centralised in the Central Belt.
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Keeping up
with rising
concerns
by Siobhan O’Brien,

cyber placement leader,
Marsh

CYBER risk is now at the
forefront of the corporate
risk agenda but cyber risk
management strategies are
not keeping pace despite an
increasingly complex threat
environment and escalating
financial impact.
A new global survey of more than
1,300 executives, undertaken by
Marsh in partnership with Microsoft,
By the Numbers: Global Cyber Risk
Perception Survey, examines cyber risk
concerns and management strategies
by organisations of all sizes in a range
of industries worldwide.
In the survey, two-thirds of executives
questioned ranked cyber security
among their organisations’ top
five risk management priorities –
approximately double the response
to a similar question Marsh asked in
2016. The survey also found that a vast
majority – 75% – identified business
interruption as the cyber loss scenario
with the greatest potential to impact
their organisation. This compares to
55% who cited breach of customer
information, which has historically
been the focus for organisations.
Despite this growing awareness
and rising concern, only 19% of
respondents said they are highly
confident in their organisation’s ability
36.

to mitigate and respond to a cyber
event. Moreover, only 30% said they
have developed a plan to respond to
cyber-attacks.
An important step toward achieving
a more comprehensive approach to
cyber resilience is risk quantification.
However, according to the survey,
fewer than 50% of respondents said
their organisation estimates financial
losses from a potential cyber event
and, of those that do, only 11% make
their estimates in economic terms.
These findings are particularly
concerning, as such calculations are
a key step in helping boards and
others develop strategic plans and
investment decisions, including those
related to cyber insurance purchase.

may breach their fiduciary duties to
the company and its shareholders if
they fail to implement any reporting
or information system or controls; or
having implemented such systems
and controls, if they fail to monitor
or oversee these. Therefore, it is
important that senior management
focus their attention on establishing
responsibilities for implementing
and managing cyber issues within a
company, both before, and after, a
cyber event.
Organisations that adopt a more
comprehensive approach to cyber
resilience can better protect their
networks, and be prepared for the
business interruptions and reputational
risks associated with cyber-attacks.

Cyber risk should be an escalating
management priority: the use of and
reliance on technology in business
is increasing and, as such, the threat
environment gets more complex. From
our research it is clear that greater
stakeholder engagement, including
the C-suite and board, economic
modeling that quantifies cyber risk;
and a more holistic approach that
spans prevention, mitigation, transfer,
and response planning, is required.
When a cyber security breach does
take place, the actions of the board
may be under scrutiny. Executives
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Top Tweets

Timber system business
doubles

A month in social media
Thorpe Molloy Recruitment
@ThorpeMolloy
PREMIER PARTNER
MARCH 2018

Our Partners
We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
Successful regions require
strong leadership to
encourage investment,
skills, entrepreneurs and
brave decisions – the
elements needed to deliver a
renaissance for Aberdeen City
and Shire.
Be part of something big.

Want to learn more?
Contact
Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk

What our other
members say:
“We have commissioned
the research team twice and
have been delighted with
the service and output. Most
importantly the research has
provided real insight which
we have used at a practical
level to make improvements
to our business and influence
stakeholders. As well as
providing an excellent
product we have received real
value for money and would
highly recommend the team
to others”
George K Yule M.Univ. (Abdn),
executive vice chairman,
Aberdeen Football Club

@chambertalk We always appreciate
refreshingbut ....... really
Russell’sAViewpoint
change
enjoyed Louise’s experience of being an
#apprentice in this month’s edition of
the bulletin #ApprenticeshipWeek
VIEWPOINT
MARCH 2018

BEING ‘the next generation’ is a
daunting prospect. With limited
experience, no track record to
trade on and often some high
expectations to live up to, it’s a
label that brings with it a certain
amount of trepidation.

Whether we’re talking about
technology, people or thinking,
whatever the scenario what it
essentially boils down to is change –
and that can be both a rewarding and
challenging thing to manage.

I joined the Chamber as its first ever
digital marketing modern apprentice
in August, working as part of the
communications team to deliver
activities around the website, our social
media channels and to assist with the
production of the Business Bulletin.
Having helped put the magazine
together for the last six months I’m
a bit nervous to be stealing Russell’s
column away from him but among
the many things my apprenticeship
has taught me it’s to grab every
opportunity that comes your way!
As talent management specialist
Russell Beck discusses on p31, people
of my generation are often perceived
as entitled and self-absorbed, lacking in
basic skills and unable to comprehend
either their own limitations or the
mentality that reward only follows hard
work.
This isn’t a description that I, or I hope
the Chamber, recognises.
It is fair to say I had no idea what to
expect when I started. I’d been to
college and while I’d learned a lot of
theoretical skills, I knew that gaining
practical experience was a far more
rewarding route for me as I would be
able to see the impact of what I was
doing day in and day out.
I also knew I wanted responsibility. It’s
a far busier role than I had imagined
but in a good way as it means I am
continually learning, refining and
advancing my knowledge both in

terms of the hands-on practical aspects
but also the softer business skills which
are, in many ways, just as important.

The biggest thing it has given me however
is confidence. Being part of the team
delivering real-life projects has given me
faith in my abilities, something I didn’t
really have before. I now feel comfortable
to contribute in meetings, to ask for
clarification if needed and even challenge
the traditional ways of doings things
if I think I can offer a more effective
alternative.

As the first modern apprentice in post it
is equally fair to say the Chamber wasn’t
entirely sure what to expect when they
took me on. I hope what I have brought
to the table is fresh ideas, enthusiasm to
learn and a new dynamic in the multigenerational workforce which, when I
started, encompassed people from their
teens through to their seventies.

Louise Norrie
communications
assistant and digital
marketing modern
apprentice
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USConsulateEdinburgh
@USAinScotland

STEWART Milne Group has doubled its timber systems
business in the last four years and is predicting robust
growth for the division in 2018.
As the largest provider of timber off-site construction
solutions in the UK, with a turnover of £65m, Stewart Milne
Timber Systems is on-track to achieve its five-year plan of
reaching £100m by 2021.
The growth is attributable to extensive contracts with major
private housebuilders and providing timber frame homes
to local authorities and housing associations across the UK.
This rising demand for timber systems is as a result of these
offsite timber solutions becoming a major contributor in
addressing the ongoing UK’s housing shortage.
Alex Goodfellow, group managing director of Stewart
Milne Timber Systems, said: “Increasingly the government
and local authorities are looking to off-site construction
to accelerate the building of high quality, affordable new
homes.
“Engineered timber homes are not only manufactured from
the world’s most environmentally friendly construction
material but also significantly reduce build times on site,
improve standards of build quality and reduce health and
safety risks during construction.”

Delighted our @USAinUK
@Export2Europe Commercial
Counselor Jim Lindley is in
#Aberdeen today to speak
@chambertalk event about
doing business in the U.S.!
#AGCCInternational

Dial A Community Bus
@DialACommunityB

Dial-a-Community Bus & @DAB_
Training are proud to be one of the
charities chosen for support at the
Northern Star Business awards. It’s
going to be a very exciting evening and
we’re all really looking forward to it.

Mary L. Butterworth
@MButterworthart

Great cultural breakfast from
@AGCCevents - exciting times!
#cultureaberdeen #aberdeen
#AGCCbreakfast – At Jurys Inn
Aberdeen Airport

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCresearch
@AGCCtraining
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by Joan Young,

international trade executive,
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce

I’ve learned a lot during my time here
and look forward to what is still to come.
2018 is the Year of Young People and I
would encourage any employer thinking
about offering an apprenticeship, or any
young person thinking about applying
for one, to do just that. Because
whether it’s in our homes, through
the products and services we
use in our daily lives; and
especially when it comes to
the next generation of talent,
change is not only good,
it is vital for keeping us
moving forward.

4.

Alex Goodfellow,
group managing director, Stewart Milne Group

Out of
Africa

THE hydrocarbon potential
in Africa continues to offer
prospects for enterprising
Scottish businesses to focus their
attention with opportunities
extending from exploration and
production and oilfield services
through to the development of
associated infrastructure, the
monetisation of recently made
discoveries and in skills transfer
and training.
Long-established producing countries
- such as Nigeria, Algeria, Egypt
and Angola - have been joined by
a number of exciting frontier and
emerging markets in West Africa.
The development of the vast and
well-documented gas reserves in East
Africa meanwhile is moving forward
with the recent announcement that
the government of Mozambique
has given approval for the first
onshore liquefied natural gas (LNG)
development by Anadarko and
offshore production from the Coral
South LNG project estimated to
produce over 3.4 million tons of gas
per year from 2022.
The pricing climate of recent years has
had an adverse impact on spending
plans but has also spurred many
African governments to review and
improve oil and gas legislation in order
to attract investment, whilst in the
service sector the continued focus on
cost reduction is driving innovation
and opportunities for firms with
cutting-edge technologies.
Challenges yet to be fully addressed

by Africa’s oil and gas industry include
poor physical infrastructure, energy
supply, local content issues and
skills shortages, presenting further
opportunities for Scotland’s worldleading firms and institutions to play
a key role in the development of the
sector.

emerging oil producing nations and
established markets. The delegations
will include energy and petroleum
ministers and national oil company
representatives, alongside a broad
range of indigenous and international
private sector organisations already
engaged on the continent.

Uncertainty with regulatory
frameworks and complications around
the interpretation of updated or
developing energy policies are often
cited as one of the main barriers to
companies and investors entering
African markets.

Through presentations and
discussions outlining the current
and future market conditions and
prospects across the supply chain,
the Forum aims to provide insight and
intelligence across both the public and
private sectors from the oil and gas
industry in this intriguing region.

Accessing high-level delegations,
those who actually formulate and
implement these policies, hearing
direct from the horse’s mouth and
getting the chance to ask the right
questions of the right people from this
diverse geographic region can also be
a challenge.
We are delighted to announce that
North-east oil and gas organisations
will be able to gain unprecedented
access to key decision-makers in
this growing energy market when
the Scotland Africa Oil & Gas Forum
returns to Aberdeen in October for a
third consecutive year.
For businesses wanting to discover
more about the opportunities and
realities of doing business in this
exciting market, the event will provide
a platform to engage with potential
partners, customers and investors.
In attendance there will be senior
government delegations from several

The event, run in partnership with the
Scotland Africa Business Exchange,
will take place on Thursday, October 4
in Aberdeen.
Last year Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce:
Certified
documents
allowing

651
30 North-east
companies
to export goods
totalling

$35.5million
into

16 African
countries
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Ensure the angels get no more
than their share
By Mark Boyes, Scotland business director, Emerson Automation Solutions
THE scotch whisky industry is
part of our heritage, with values
and traditions that are to be
cherished. It is a global success
story, with total exports reaching
£4.3bn in 2017, which amounts
to one fifth of UK food and drink
exports*.
It has achieved a global reputation for
authenticity and consistent quality.
The craft of whisky production is core
to this success but it is the science that
has allowed the production processes
to be scaled up to meet the growth
in global demand whilst maintaining
product quality.
From malting, mashing and
fermenting to distillation, aging and
bottling, the industry has utilised
automation solutions to accurately
control the process and ensure
consistent quality. Every part of the
process is a crucial contributor to the
final product but it is in maturation, the
aging process, where the spirit truly
realises its character.
No automation is needed while the
spirit matures in oak casks for a
minimum of three years, or more than

12 for many premium products. It is
during this time that the spirit interacts
with the wood, extracting flavours,
aroma compounds and developing
its character. Spirit is also pulled to
the outside surface of the cask and
evaporates - this is the ‘angel’s share’.
Over the maturation period, on
average, the angel share is about 2% of
volume per year. That is roughly seven
bottles of whisky. This is part of the
magic of the whisky process, but it is
not the only cause of spirit loss. What if
the cask leaks?
The supply chain for oak casks,
sourced from many countries, is as
complex as the varieties of whisky you
see available on the shelf. How can
the distiller know the integrity of these
casks? Traditional testing methods
are slow, require visual inspection and
stress the cask.
At Emerson we have a history of
innovation and the introduction of
disruptive technologies which deliver
significant productivity improvement
for our customers. Working with the
industry, Emerson has developed a
solution which can check the integrity

of a cask by fractionally raising the
internal pressure and then detecting
the leakage of alcohol or a trace gas
such as carbon dioxide. This innovative
solution incorporates a laser detection
technology which has been used to
detect leakages in aerosol canisters
and the integrity of food packaging.
The test procedure is fast, sensitive
and identifies cask defects which are
not visible to the eye but can cause
cask leakage resulting in 50-100% loss
of spirit.
There are around 20 million casks
of spirit maturing in warehouses in
Scotland. If we can save a fraction of a
percent of losses per year by ensuring
every cask is fit to be filled, then the
savings are significant. Consider it
solved.
The angels will still be smiling.
* Ref www.scotch-whisky.org.uk
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27

17 Tue
9am-4pm

Build Your Export Success FREE
Need help entering more international markets
to grow your business? This intermediate level
‘Preparing to Export’ programme, will aid growth
of your business overseas with a peer group of
Scottish exporters on this four day programme.

18 Wed

The Circular Economy Business Breakfast
This breakfast will explore the concept of the
circular economy and identify opportunities for
business here in the North-east to save costs,
reduce supply chain risks, obtain funding and
identify new products and services while building
loyalty in an evolving marketplace.

7am-9am

Russell Beck, Impellam Group

2 Wed
11.45am-2pm

FREE
All Energy Lunch ‘n’ Learn
The leading renewable energy and low carbon event,
All-Energy returns to Glasgow from Wednesday,
May 2–3 at the SEC Centre. Get your essential update
on the sector and what key movements mean for
the North-east at this associated event with Invest
Aberdeen.

3 Thu
11.45am-2pm

Speed Networking
A common overlook in Aberdeen is that Skene House
Apartment Hotels is just a place to sleep but hiding
beneath the viaduct is the ‘bat cave’ housing modern
event, conference and meeting facilities creating a
unique event venue for our next Speed Networking.

11 Fri
18 Wed
9am-4pm

The Ultimate Business Show 2018 FREE
The Ultimate Business Show (TUBS) return to
showcase the best of North-east business. This year
our seminars are themed around marketing to show
you the best way to maximise the presence of your
business.

SME Energy Forum ENERGY MEMBERS ONLY
24 Tue
8.30am-10.30am The energy network is made up of representatives
from SMEs in the energy supply chain. It aims
to ensure that SMEs in the sector maximise the
benefits and opportunities presented by the
Chamber and provides the opportunity to discuss
matters of importance and relevance to the sector
locally, nationally and internationally.

Changing generations and using
each to their advantage at April’s
We Mean Business

Save yourself the stress
Running an event can be a time
consuming task and when added to
your already busy work list, it can be a
real headache.
Whether you’re planning an office
opening, client evening or product
launch – we’re on hand to take the
pressures of event management away
from you to allow you to stay focused
on your workload. If you think you
could use our help email 		
events@agcc.co.uk

27 Fri
11.45am-2pm

We Mean Business: The Generation Game
Russell Beck, widely acknowledged as a thought
leader in talent management, speaks at our first
We Mean Business of the year to breakdown
the four, soon to be five, existing generations
in the workplace. He will uncover ‘Generation
Y’, commonly referred to as the ‘me, me, me’
generation yet Time Magazine thinks they will
change the world.

Thanks to our sponsors

3

May

April

11.45am-2pm

Maximise Your Membership
At this event, our membership team explore the
ins and outs of member benefits and highlight
opportunities to ensure your business doesn’t miss a
trick.

23 Wed
7am-9am

The Art of Marketing Business Breakfast
Enhance your capabilities and knowledge on today’s
ever-changing art of marketing. Our expert speakers
from STV, 95 Social and Bespoke Fabrics will highlight
key changes in marketing techniques, processes and
technology to help your business thrive.

24 Thu
11.45am-2pm

Emerging Opportunities in Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia is the largest economy in the Arab world,
commonly seen as a market just for Oil & Gas the
range of diverse industries is on the up. Our speakers
will show how best to access local supply chains and
dispel misconceptions associated with the country.

Make some new connections with 		
Speed Networking

Missed out on sponsoring 		
the Oscars?
Nominations have closed and the
judges are busy reviewing applications
– now is your time to get your business
associated with Aberdeen’s biggest
business awards.
With a range of awards categories,
there are vast opportunities for your
business to sponsor an award that
aligns with your core values. For more
information email events@agcc.co.uk

June
7 Thu
11.45am-2pm

City Connections
Make new contacts and maintain relationships at our first City
Connections of the year. Enjoy a two course lunch at the Palm
Court Hotel and share veiws on topical issues affecting business
in the region.

Your Business is their Future FREE
Attend this workshop with Developing the Young Workforce
North East, Aboyne Academy and Banchory Academy to
identify how supporting young people at your local schools can
alignDiary
withAdvert
your organisation’s
goals.
Compass Print - Bulletin
Feb 18_Layout 1specific
31/01/2018
14:42 Page 1

13 Wed
1pm-3pm

For the full listings visit www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

New, purpose built
signage facility now open!
Print

Signage

Exhibitions & display

Promotional gifts

www.compassprint.co.uk I 01224 875987 I e: info@compassprint.co.uk
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Peter Brown

Chris Hudson

Hayley Milne

Morag Stark

Martin Kerrigan

David Flynn

Claire Herriot

Neil Purcell

Phil Anderson Financial
Services has accelerated
its growth plans with the
appointment of Peter
Brown as a financial planner.
Peter will split his time
between the firm’s offices
in Aberdeen and Westhill
where he will specialise
in giving pension and
investment advice to clients.

Blaze Manufacturing
Solutions has appointed
Chris Hudson as area
sales executive. He will be
responsible for developing
new business opportunities
and liaising with new and
existing clients, as well as
contributing to the overall
business development
strategy which will see the
company moving into new
market sectors.

ITWORX has strengthened
its commercial team by
appointing Hayley Milne to
the new role of inside sales
representative. Hayley will
assist in sales, marketing
and media initiatives while
providing customer service
and support across the
business.

Morag Stark has been
appointed general manager
of Malmaison Aberdeen.
With more than 20 years’
experience in the hospitality
industry, she is a graduate
of the general manager’s
programme at the USA’s
Cornell University and has
managed a number of
hotels across Scotland, most
recently the Hallmark Hotel
at Aberdeen Airport.

Martin Kerrigan has been
promoted to lead technician
(technology solutions) at
Kore Solutions and will
now supervise installation,
maintenance and servicing
of fire, security and other
associated services delivered
by the technology solutions
team at the company which
specialises in the design,
provision, installation, testing
and inspection of integrated
building technologies.

Texo Drone Survey and
Inspection has appointed
Dr David Flynn as nonexecutive director.
An associate professor at
Heriot-Watt University, he
will provide strategic support
as well as being a special
adviser to the business
for the development of
enabling and disruptive
sensor technology and asset
management solutions.

Savills has expanded its
business space agency
team in Aberdeen with
the appointment of Claire
Herriot who has joined as
an associate. Claire has
seven years’ experience
in the Aberdeen property
market and will continue
to operate in the industrial
sector advising on matters
including leasing, sale and
development.

Restrata, a global leader
in security, safety and
emergency response
solutions, has appointed
Neil Purcell as new head
of consultancy to lead the
organisation’s continued
growth and international
expansion. He has more than
20 years’ experience in the
industry in the electronic,
physical and integrated
security systems design
fields.

Gareth Wynn and Matthew Abraham

Sarah Stein and Allan Conry

Steven Craig

Sian Lloyd Rees

Natalie Hilton

Ian Reid

Gareth Wynn has taken on the post of director of the
stakeholder and communications team at Oil & Gas UK.
He joins from FTI Consulting where, as senior managing
director, he led its energy and natural resources strategic
communications activity and has served as communications
director for several large international companies.

Genoa Black, the strategic marketing company, has
bolstered its leadership team with the appointment of
two senior staff members as it targets further growth. The
business, which has offices in Aberdeen, South Queensferry
and London, has welcomed London director Sarah Stein,
and international development manager, Allan Conry, to
support its global client development strategy.

Steven Craig has been
appointed to the board
of Craig International. The
fourth generation of the
Craig family, he joins his
father and joint managing
directors, Steve McHardy
and Jill MacDonald, on the
board. Based in Cape Town,
he is general manager of
Craig International Pty (Ltd).

Aker Solutions has
appointed Sian Lloyd Rees
as UK country manager.
With a career spanning
more than 25 years, Sian has
held a number of leadership
roles in both blue chip and
start-up companies. She
takes over from David Clark
who will focus on his role
as executive vice president
for Aker Solutions’ global
services organisation.

Scotland’s largest PR and
digital marketing agency,
Big Partnership, has
appointed experienced
marketing specialists,
Natalie Hilton as a senior
account manager. She is
responsible for delivering
integrated strategies, with
clients including Stewart
Milne Group, KPMG, Oil and
Gas Innovation Centre and
Stronachs LLP.

Pressure Test Solutions
Ltd (PTS) has invested
£250,000 in a new
hydraulics and pneumatics
products division. As part of
the investment, the company
has also employed three
members of staff to support
the new division, including
Ian Reid who has 25 years
industry experience and will
act as manager.

Matthew Abraham is the new director of the supply
chain and health, safety and environment team, which
also includes employment and skills, and continuous
improvement, with a key focus on efficiency. He joins from
Expro where he was supply chain director.

The two new appointments will accelerate Genoa Black’s
growth ambitions - supporting its Scottish client base and
those further afield - and enhance its classic marketing
approach to strategy and brand development, talent
investment, and the service quality provided by the
company.

01224 327 000

Recruitment Challenges Solved
RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENT
EXECUTIVE SELECTION
EXECUTIVE SELECTION
44.

thorpemolloy.com

PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSMENT

SAL ARY BENCHMARKING

MARKET MAPPING
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NEW MEMBERS
APRIL 2018

Welcome to the Chamber
Alba Gaskets Limited
Source and supply static sealing materials, manufacture
non-metallic soft cut joints and flange isolation kits.
T 01224 249414
E melanie@albagaskets.co.uk
W www.albagaskets.com
C Melanie Robertson, business support
_
Celebrate Aberdeen Limited
Not for profit business aimed at promoting the people
of Aberdeen.

Grampian Escapes & Tours Limited
Tours for small groups or exclusive hire; sightseeing, food
and drink experiences, outdoor activities or bespoke
tours.
T 07375 544560
E hello@grampianescapesandtours.co.uk
W www.grampianescapesandtours.co.uk
C Jacqueline van den Akker
_

T 01224 518418
E info@i-protech.co.uk
W www.i-protech.co.uk
C Stuart Munro, director
_

Citymoves Dance Agency SCIO
Dance agency and DanceLive festival.

MacDonald Laidlaw Associates
Project management services.

T 01224 611486
E sslater@citymoves.org.uk
W www.citymoves.wordpress.com
C Steve Slater, director
_

T 07736 075049
E ianmlaidlaw@aol.com
C Ian Laidlaw, principal
_

T 01224 827134
E Paula.Shewan@energyst.com
W www.energyst.com
C Paula Shewan, depot manager - Aberdeen
_
Fiscal Instrumentation Limited
Fiscal Instrumentation Limited was formed in 2006. Our
objective is to provide high accuracy flow measurement
products to the oil and gas upstream industry.
T 01467 633303
E lheaney@fiscalinst.com
W www.fiscalinst.com
C Liz Heaney, sales administrator
_
Flux Creative
Flux is a full-service creative agency with over 30 years
experience, offering a diverse spectrum of premium
design services.
T 07742 939102
E hello@thisisfluxcreative.com
W www.thisisfluxcreative.com
C Mark Thouless, creative director

T 07912 201849
E SriramVaidyanathan@yahoo.com
W www.yogamrenewables.co.uk
C Sriram Vaidyanathan, managing director

I-Protech Technology Limited
Security/electrical/data - commercial and domestic.

T 07855 526773
E morven@celebrateaberdeen.org
W www.celebrateaberdeen.org
C Morven Mackenzie, director
_

Energyst Rental Solutions LP
Power generation and temperature control rental
company supplying both onshore and offshore markets

Yogam Lights and Renewables Limited
Distributor of solar panels and accessories.

PIPER ALPHA
LEGACY
SECURING A
SAFER FUTURE

Simplarity Ltd.
Consultancy providing a value proposition, business
efficiency and cost reduction services through:
data driven strategy, smart end to end technology,
collaboration and intelligent sustainable solutions.
T 07475797719
E marta.marjan@simplarity.co.uk
W www.simplarity.co.uk
C Marta Marjan, managing director
_
Taxassist Accountants
Accounting and Tax Services for small business
T 01224 637100
E aberdeen@taxassist.co.uk
W www.taxassist.co.uk/aberdeen
C Steven Mearns
_
Turner & Townsend
Project management, consultant services
T 01224 619275
E ross.keillor@turntown.co.uk
W www.turnerandtownsend.com/UK.html
C Ross Keillor, senior project manager

5-6 June 2018
AECC, Aberdeen
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Sponsorship and exhibition
opportunities available
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To see the full member directory visit www.agcc.co.uk/directory
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